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 Top Rated 2020 4.9 / 5      68 reviews

VouchedFor checks:

FCA Regulated Recent Client Reviews Independent Financial Adviser

Qualifications Uploaded Transparent Fees Positive First Impressions

Services offered

 Investments and Savings

 Pensions

 Mortgages

 Retirement income (annuities,
drawdown)

 Pension Transfers - Non Specialist

 Inheritance Planning

 Equity Release

+ 1 more service

Qualifications listed

Standard Qualifications: 6 Qualifications
CII - Certificate in Advanced Mortgage Advice

CII - ER1 - Equity Release

IFS - Diploma for Financial Advisors

CII - Statement of Professional Standing (SPS)

CII - Certificate in Mortgage Advice

view more at the profile link below

https://www.vouchedfor.co.uk/financial-advisor-ifa/crowborough/01621-andrew-brady
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Client Reviews
Andrew Brady

Prosperity IFA Limited
    

4.9 out of 5

Review from Verified Client
.

East Sussex | October 2020
.

     5 out of 5

Advice:     
.

Service:     
.

Value:     
.

What were the circumstances that caused you to look for a financial adviser?

Re mortgage on a buy to let property

How did Andrew help you?

looked into suitable products available to us and talked us through the process involved.

Have you seen the outcome you were hoping for?

yes we have

Review from Verified Client
.

East Sussex | October 2020
.

     5 out of 5

Advice:     
.

Service:     
.

Value:     
.

What were the circumstances that caused you to look for a financial adviser?

I've worked with Andrew in a previous job and known him for over 10 years

How did Andrew help you?

Andrew has helped my wife and I with all our property purchases/mortgages over the past 8
years
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Have you seen the outcome you were hoping for?

Yes, always.

What could they have done better?

Nothing. Andrew is extremely professional and honest. He takes take to explain things in an
easy to understand manner and provides a very personal service.

Review from Verified Client
.

West Sussex | October 2020
.

     5 out of 5

Advice:     
.

Service:     
.

Value:     
.

What were the circumstances that caused you to look for a financial adviser?

Property purchase

How did Andrew help you?

Andrew helped me with searching for and applying for mortgages.

Have you seen the outcome you were hoping for?

I am yet to purchase a property but Andrew has been helping me and advising me on
mortgages.

Review from Verified Client
.

Kent | May 2019
.

     5 out of 5

Advice:     
.

Service:     
.

Value:     
.

What were the circumstances that caused you to look for a financial adviser?

Need to take pension lump sum

How did Andrew help you?

Have options to consider and support with process

Have you seen the outcome you were hoping for?

Yes
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Review from Verified Client
.

East Sussex | April 2019
.

     5 out of 5

Advice:     
.

Service:     
.

Value:     
.

What were the circumstances that caused you to look for a financial adviser?

We had an interest only mortgage, that was coming to an end and we still owed quite a large
amount on it. We wanted to know what our options were as we really did not want to move
away from the area.

How did Andrew help you?

He looked at our finances and as my husband was nearly 69 at the time, said that Equity
Release could be the answer. We then received paperwork showing what the costs would be
over different time periods for the money we hoped to get. Also what would be involved in
being able to achieve this. All our questions were answered clearly and quickly when
contacting him.

Have you seen the outcome you were hoping for?

Yes. We have been able to stay in our home. As we have a large family, our house is always
busy. Having all the family together may not have been possible, if we had sold our home
and moved elsewhere.

What could they have done better?

We think that Andrew from our point of view, did all we asked of him.

Review from Verified Client
.

Northumberland | April 2019
.

     4.7 out of 5

Advice:     
.

Service:     
.

Value:     
.

What were the circumstances that caused you to look for a financial adviser?

I wanted to consolidate the various pensions I had accrued over the years

How did Andrew help you?

He was careful to make sure we understood our risk profile and helped to find the right
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product for our needs

Have you seen the outcome you were hoping for?

Yes

Review from Verified Client
.

East Sussex | April 2019
.

     5 out of 5

Advice:     
.

Service:     
.

Value:     
.

What were the circumstances that caused you to look for a financial adviser?

Becoming self employed means t my circumstances changed and I wanted my long term
plans to be unaffected.

How did Andrew help you?

Andrew helped identify what products would be best suited to me to help meet my long term
plans in alignment to my risk appetite. He also helped identify which insurance products I
needed best to make up for the differences from being employed to self employed

Have you seen the outcome you were hoping for?

My pension pot and my wife's are growing, which is i asked for.

Review from Verified Client
.

Surrey | April 2019
.

     5 out of 5

Advice:     
.

Service:     
.

Value:     
.

What were the circumstances that caused you to look for a financial adviser?

We needed sound Pension advice

How did Andrew help you?

Andrew gave excellent and professional advice throughout out us on making the final
decision to draw down on my personal pension.

Have you seen the outcome you were hoping for?

Yes undoubtedly the right decision, the tax free element of was used to pay off 50pc of our
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mortgage which not only has helped us out financially but also given us security.

What could they have done better?

Personally I don’t think Andrew could of been more helpful and professional from the outset
and myself and Shirley would not hesitate in recommending Andrews services in the future if
asked by friends or family.

Review from Verified Client
.

West Sussex | April 2019
.

     5 out of 5

Advice:     
.

Service:     
.

Value:     
.

What were the circumstances that caused you to look for a financial adviser?

Looking for advice on savings

How did Andrew help you?

Consolidated savings

Have you seen the outcome you were hoping for?

I believe so

What could they have done better?

I don't believe so given the current financial climate

Review from Verified Client
.

East Sussex | April 2019
.

     3.7 out of 5

Advice:     
.

Service:     
.

Value:     
.

What were the circumstances that caused you to look for a financial adviser?

Investment of defined contribution pension pot

How did Andrew help you?

Advised on suitable fund with relevant risk / reward profile

Have you seen the outcome you were hoping for?
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Yes

Review from Verified Client
.

East Sussex | April 2019
.

     5 out of 5

Advice:     
.

Service:     
.

Value:     
.

What were the circumstances that caused you to look for a financial adviser?

Looking for the best advise

How did Andrew help you?

Andrew has a very clear way of explaining what to us are complicated matters. Also, at no
point did we feel under pressure to commit to anything.

Have you seen the outcome you were hoping for?

Yes.

What could they have done better?

None that I can think of, he came to our home in his evening/family time he was very
knowledgeable and nothing was rushed or pressured.

Review from Verified Client
.

East Sussex | April 2019
.

     5 out of 5

Advice:     
.

Service:     
.

Value:     
.

What were the circumstances that caused you to look for a financial adviser?

We were looking for our first mortgage and had little idea about where to start.

How did Andrew help you?

Andrew went through everything I needed to know in a very thorough but relaxed way. For
some reason the idea of getting a mortgage made me anxious but Andrew put me at ease
right away and gave me full confidence that he would find the right mortgage for us. Andrew
went over several options until we found the best fit.

Have you seen the outcome you were hoping for?
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Our mortgage was arranged for us the same day that I met with Andrew. Fantastic turn
around!

Review from Verified Client
.

East Sussex | April 2019
.

     4.7 out of 5

Advice:     
.

Service:     
.

Value:     
.

What were the circumstances that caused you to look for a financial adviser?

Mortgage

How did Andrew help you?

Set my new mortgage up

Have you seen the outcome you were hoping for?

Yes

Review from Verified Client
.

Kent | April 2019
.

     5 out of 5

Advice:     
.

Service:     
.

Value:     
.

What were the circumstances that caused you to look for a financial adviser?

We needed to obtain a mortgage and Andrew was recommended to us by another of his
clients who was delighted with the help he provided her.

How did Andrew help you?

Andrew obtained an excellent mortgage for us and backed it up with an equally good
insurance policy. All this following a home visit when it was a pleasure to meet with him and
benefit from his considerable experience in this field.

Have you seen the outcome you were hoping for?

Entirely so. We are happily moved to our new home with a secure, affordable mortgage. All
we could have hoped for.

What could they have done better?
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I can’t think of anything. He was spot-on.

Review from Verified Client
.

Kent | April 2019
.

     5 out of 5

Advice:     
.

Service:     
.

Value:     
.

What were the circumstances that caused you to look for a financial adviser?

We had a one off amount of money left to us in a will along side fast approaching retirement
and the need to decide how best to use the money we had for the benefit of ourselves and
our family. The need to find someone/company we could trust and was accessible.

How did Andrew help you?

Andrew come to our home and we found him to be someone we could get on with and was
willing to go the extra mile

Have you seen the outcome you were hoping for?

WHat we were looking for was stability and to have someone whom we could bounce off our
ideas and he has guided us through some traumatic time. Especially following on from the
financial collapse of 2008

What could they have done better?

we have limited financial knowledge and go by gut instinct therefore we need an advisor who
can lead us through the obstacles that these matters throw up. Probably the most helpful
aspect is someone who has certainty of what to do. !!

Review from Verified Client
.

Kent | April 2019
.

     5 out of 5

Advice:     
.

Service:     
.

Value:     
.

What were the circumstances that caused you to look for a financial adviser?

Requiring a mortgage and life insurance

How did Andrew help you?
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He provided us with life insurance and also found us the perfect mortgage for us.

Have you seen the outcome you were hoping for?

Yes.

What could they have done better?

Nothing. He was extremely helpful and professional. After the applications he stayed in
contact with us and answered any questions we had.

Review from Verified Client
.

Kent | April 2019
.

     4.7 out of 5

Advice:     
.

Service:     
.

Value:     
.

What were the circumstances that caused you to look for a financial adviser?

I have finshed paying my mortgage and want to start investing the excess funds I now have
available into my pension

How did Andrew help you?

Friendly, impartial advice at a time that was convenient to me.

Have you seen the outcome you were hoping for?

Yes, it's a work in progress but the delay is my end rather than with Andrew!

What could they have done better?

Nothing really, I'm happy with the advice I've received

Review from Verified Client
.

East Sussex | April 2019
.

     5 out of 5

Advice:     
.

Service:     
.

Value:     
.

What were the circumstances that caused you to look for a financial adviser?

After my divorce I had a small amount of money which i wasn't sure what to do with. I
contacted Andrew and was very impressed with not only his advise but his mannerism which
was polite, courteous and mostly as an older citizen his explanation of how by investing my
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money would benefit me in my older years which indeed it has. I currently live off the
interest and along with my state pension means I can live happily knowing my future is in
safe hands.

How did Andrew help you?

Andrew explained in laymans terms where my money would be going and whether i wanted
it to be in a high medium or low risk savings

Have you seen the outcome you were hoping for?

Indeed I have I live off the interest which gives me extra for holidays birthdays etc.

What could they have done better?

In my opinion I could not ask for more

Review from Verified Client
.

East Sussex | April 2019
.

     5 out of 5

Advice:     
.

Service:     
.

Value:     
.

What were the circumstances that caused you to look for a financial adviser?

A change in my circumstances led me to Andrew who was very understanding of the
situation and set about looking at what I could do for my future.

How did Andrew help you?

Helped me with mortgages and ISAs

Have you seen the outcome you were hoping for?

Yes

Review from Verified Client
.

Kent | April 2019
.

     5 out of 5

Advice:     
.

Service:     
.

Value:     
.

What were the circumstances that caused you to look for a financial adviser?

I had a further small amount of money to invest and wanted the best possible return/advice.
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How did Andrew help you?

Andrew always provides a very balanced overview of my investments. He takes time to
discuss all aspects of investments.

Have you seen the outcome you were hoping for?

Yes.

What could they have done better?

Nothing more - he answered all my questions very professionally.

Review from Verified Client
.

Kent | April 2019
.

     5 out of 5

Advice:     
.

Service:     
.

Value:     
.

What were the circumstances that caused you to look for a financial adviser?

My wife retired and wanted advice about investments. I retired two years later and having
had such good advice before it was natural to do the same with my pensions.

How did Andrew help you?

All investment advice, which we have been very pleased with our returns, but, even more
than the the returns we have recieved, the comfort and trust Andrew gives us that we are
doing whats best with our savings is very reassuring in our retirement. He also, at our
meetings, has a way of explaining to a complete laymen the way markets are moving and
the reasons for the stratages.

Have you seen the outcome you were hoping for?

Absolutely, and more, as I said before we feel very confident that Andrew is doing what is
best for us. Could not recommend Andrew and the company more.

What could they have done better?

Can think of nothing, very happy with our returns and the service, would consider Andrew not
just our advisor but a friend as well.
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Review from Verified Client
.

Kent | April 2019
.

     5 out of 5

Advice:     
.

Service:     
.

Value:     
.

What were the circumstances that caused you to look for a financial adviser?

Sold a business and retired

How did Andrew help you?

Suggested investments that suited us

Have you seen the outcome you were hoping for?

Yes

What could they have done better?

Nothing

Review from Verified Client
.

East Sussex | April 2019
.

     5 out of 5

Advice:     
.

Service:     
.

Value:     
.

What were the circumstances that caused you to look for a financial adviser?

Moving house and new mortgage.

How did Andrew help you?

Clear, helpful, honest advice. He made the process as easy as possible for me.

Have you seen the outcome you were hoping for?

Yes

Review from Verified Client
.

East Sussex | April 2019
.

     5 out of 5

Advice:     
.

Service:     
.

Value:     
.
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What were the circumstances that caused you to look for a financial adviser?

Review my current pension investments and give advice on my retirement options

How did Andrew help you?

With clear , informative advice

Have you seen the outcome you were hoping for?

Need to have a long term view

What could they have done better?

Value andrews recommendations but outside forces , brexit for example cannot be
accounted for inadvance

Review from Verified Client
.

Kent | April 2019
.

     5 out of 5

Advice:     
.

Service:     
.

Value:     
.

What were the circumstances that caused you to look for a financial adviser?

I was getting divorced and needed a mortgage for my own home.

How did Andrew help you?

He helped me find the right mortgage for me.

Have you seen the outcome you were hoping for?

Absolutely. I now have the perfect house for my children and I.

What could they have done better?

Andrew Brady excelled himself in helping me. He could not have helped me further than he
did.

Review from Verified Client
.

Kent | April 2019
.

     5 out of 5

Advice:     
.

Service:     
.

Value:     
.
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What were the circumstances that caused you to look for a financial adviser?

We were completely overwhelmed with all the information and paperwork we received
regarding annuities.

How did Andrew help you?

Andrew did a home visit, gathered all the information from us. He reviewed the whole of
market and then returned and presented us with a provider who offered a good returned.

Have you seen the outcome you were hoping for?

Yes the ease with which all the subsequent paperwork as completed was amazing and took
the pressure off us.

What could they have done better?

Andrew was professional in his dealings with us as there were a few issues with the provider.
These were dealt with by Andrew and we were kept informed.

Review from Verified Client
.

Kent | April 2019
.

     5 out of 5

Advice:     
.

Service:     
.

Value:     
.

What were the circumstances that caused you to look for a financial adviser?

Looking for a mortgage and life insurance

How did Andrew help you?

Andrew found us our first mortgage and found the best deal for us. He also gave us quotes
for life insurance which we will also be taking out.

Have you seen the outcome you were hoping for?

Everything we were hoping for and more

What could they have done better?

Nothing. Andrew exceeded our expectations and found us our first mortgage.
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Review from Verified Client
.

West Sussex | April 2019
.

     5 out of 5

Advice:     
.

Service:     
.

Value:     
.

What were the circumstances that caused you to look for a financial adviser?

Reaching retirement age, and needing pension advice.

How did Andrew help you?

Andrew was extremely knowledgable and listened to what we needed, now and for our future
needs.

Have you seen the outcome you were hoping for?

Andrew helped us reach the outcome we were hoping to achieve and more.

What could they have done better?

There is nothing Andrew could have done better. He exceeded our expectations in every
way.

Review from Verified Client
.

Kent | September 2017
.

     5 out of 5

Advice:     
.

Service:     
.

Value:     
.

What were the circumstances that caused you to look for a Financial adviser?

I was struggling to find a mortgage and know what options would be available to me and the
best route to take.

How did Andrew help you?

Andrew not only found a suitable mortgage and worked tirelessly to make it happen he also
suggested different forms of mortgage that I was unaware of to ensure my financial
protection in the future.

What is your current situation? Have you seen the outcome you were hoping for?

Definitely!.

What could they have done better?

I honestly have nothing to suggest
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Review from Verified Client
.

Kent | September 2017
.

     5 out of 5

Advice:     
.

Service:     
.

Value:     
.

What were the circumstances that caused you to look for a Financial adviser?

first time buyers, to look at options.

How did Andrew help you?

looked at the best mortgage deal we could get.

What is your current situation? Have you seen the outcome you were hoping for?

yes, we were able to borrow more money than we originally thought we could.

What could they have done better?

n/a

Review from Verified Client
.

Kent | June 2017
.

     5 out of 5

Advice:     
.

Service:     
.

Value:     
.

What were the circumstances that caused you to look for a Financial adviser?

re-mortgaging of our property.

How did Andrew help you?

Friendly advice and found some great deals for us to consider.

What is your current situation? Have you seen the outcome you were hoping for?

Yes, very pleased.

What could they have done better?

We were very happy with the service Andrew provided
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Review from Verified Client
.

Kent | May 2017
.

     5 out of 5

Advice:     
.

Service:     
.

Value:     
.

What were the circumstances that caused you to look for a Financial adviser?

Self employed in need of a BTL mortgage with equity release.

How did Andrew help you?

Managed to prise finance out of a very reticent lenders.

What is your current situation? Have you seen the outcome you were hoping for?

Yes.

Review from Verified Client
.

East Sussex | May 2017
.

     5 out of 5

Advice:     
.

Service:     
.

Value:     
.

What were the circumstances that caused you to look for a Financial adviser?

Needed advice as existing pension provider was unable to provide required options.

How did Andrew help you?

Provided options that suited my requirements.

What is your current situation? Have you seen the outcome you were hoping for?

Yes. I was explained options that were understandable, he understood my needs and
ensured that everything was completed efficiently and speedily to my satisfaction. I would
not hesitate to use him again or recommend him to other people.

Review from Verified Client
.

East Sussex | May 2017
.

     5 out of 5

Advice:     
.

Service:     
.

Value:     
.
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What were the circumstances that caused you to look for a Financial adviser?

For finding and implementing a mortgage for a buy to let property I own and to find an
interest only mortgage for the purchase of my family home.

How did Andrew help you?

Andrew went to great lengths to review what mortgage deals were available on the market,
to assess these against my personal requirements and limitations and then to secure the
mortgages for me.

What is your current situation? Have you seen the outcome you were hoping for?

Andrew's overall performance exceeded my expected outcome. Securing the family home
mortgage was particularly challenging because of the particular mortgage I required and my
personal circumstances. In fact I had previously been told by other financial/mortgage
advisers these circumstances would very much restrict my options. When I then found
Andrew, from our first meeting and throughout the process he was honest but always very
positive. Ultimately Andrew exceeded all expectations in securing the mortgage I wanted. He
delivered a very professional and personal service, always keeping me advised and updated
and in the end succeeded where others in his profession wouldn't even start! He is a credit to
his profession and I have already recommended him to friends.

What could they have done better?

I'm honestly not sure Andrew could have done any more for me, or indeed anything better.

Review from Verified Client
.

Kent | December 2015
.

     5 out of 5

Advice:     
.

Service:     
.

Value:     
.

What were the circumstances that caused you to look for a Financial adviser?

We were looking for holistic advice on our finances, centred around a house move, but also
looking at existing investments and future needs such as university fees.

How did Andrew help you?

Andrew was very good at looking at our requirements in the round and helping us think
about the best ways to meet the needs. He listened carefully and did not try to rush us into
any particular decisions, taking each element in turn while setting it in the context of the
wider need. If it was cheaper for us to take out a product with e.g. an online provider he was
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happy to recommend that route, even though it meant he received no commission.

What is your current situation? Have you seen the outcome you were hoping for?

We have so far taken decisions on a mortgage and insurance, and are very happy with the
products chosen. We will come back in due course for further advice on investments.

What could they have done better?

Andrew could at times offer more challenge - though I wouldn't want to lose the way that he
listens where we have already done quite a bit of thinking.

Review from Verified Client
.

East Sussex | September 2015
.

     4.7 out of 5

Advice:     
.

Service:     
.

Value:     
.

What were the circumstances that caused you to look for a Financial adviser?

small inheritance that needed investing.

How did Andrew help you?

Good advice which was followed up as and when we needed it.

What is your current situation? Have you seen the outcome you were hoping for?

This is a long term investment so no outcome as yet.

What could they have done better?

I would strongly recommend both partners being present during the financial meeting

Review from Verified Client
.

London | September 2015
.

     5 out of 5

Advice:     
.

Service:     
.

Value:     
.

What were the circumstances that caused you to look for a Financial adviser?

I was looking for investment & pension advice.

How did Andrew help you?
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Since knowing Andrew for a number of years and recently needing independent advice,
Andrew was my first port of call. Over the many years that I have done business with Andrew
I have found that his consistent professionalism and depth of knowledge to be of a high
standard. He creates a relaxed atmosphere for conducting business while still maintaining
the importance of the job in hand. I have always felt a good understanding of what I was
doing after seeking his advice and could not see my need to use any other person.

What is your current situation? Have you seen the outcome you were hoping for?

As well as meeting my current needs we also highlighted future options that we will need to
address. I will be arranging further appointments in due course.

What could they have done better?

Since dealing with many adviser over the years, I would;d not feel as comfortable with any
one else. I would suggest that Andrew change nothing as his manner is faultless.

Review from Verified Client
.

East Sussex | September 2015
.

     4.7 out of 5

Advice:     
.

Service:     
.

Value:     
.

What were the circumstances that caused you to look for a Financial adviser?

Advice needed on investments and pension options following change in circumstances.

How did Andrew help you?

He discussed my pension options and presented advice and comparisons on the best
investment and annuity provision available.

What is your current situation? Have you seen the outcome you were hoping for?

I accepted Andrew's advice and am highly satisfied with the outcome.

Review from Verified Client
.

Kent | September 2015
.

     4.3 out of 5

Advice:     
.

Service:     
.

Value:     
.
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What were the circumstances that caused you to look for a Financial adviser?

Had investments that weren't performing so well so needed advice on how to improve.

How did Andrew help you?

Gave advice and help to re-invest.

What is your current situation? Have you seen the outcome you were hoping for?

Yes, I am very happy with the advice given and the subsequent performance of my
investment.

Review from Verified Client
.

East Sussex | August 2015
.

     5 out of 5

Advice:     
.

Value:     
.

Service:     
.

What were the circumstances that caused you to look for a Financial adviser?

We had come to the end of our mortgage deal and wanted a new one.

How did Andrew help you?

Andrew offered us a wide range of possible products and helped us to choose the best deal
for us and our circumstances.

What is your current situation? Have you seen the outcome you were hoping for?

We're now on a great new deal.

Review from Verified Client
.

East Sussex | August 2015
.

     5 out of 5

Advice:     
.

Service:     
.

Value:     
.

What were the circumstances that caused you to look for a Financial adviser?

Mortgage for a new property.

How did Andrew help you?

Went through the current process in detail. Advised all options and made some
recommendations as to which way was best to proceed.
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What is your current situation? Have you seen the outcome you were hoping for?

Mortgage was approved last week. The best outcome was acheived.

What could they have done better?

Cannot fault Andrew's helpfulness and approach to my mortgage

Review from Verified Client
.

East Sussex | August 2015
.

     5 out of 5

Advice:     
.

Service:     
.

Value:     
.

What were the circumstances that caused you to look for a Financial adviser?

First time buyer, needed a mortgage.

How did Andrew help you?

He arranged a mortgage on a shared ownership scheme. He went through many different
mortgages on properties I was unsuccessful in buying, very helpful and efficient.

What is your current situation? Have you seen the outcome you were hoping for?

I've currently had a formal offer on mortgage, just waiting for exchange of contracts to move
in!.

What could they have done better?

There really isn't anything he could of done more. I could contact him easily almost any time
of day. He responded to numerous questions and changes I had when trying to purchase a
property. Will sefinaty be using Andrew in the future.

Review from Verified Client
.

Kent | December 2014
.

     5 out of 5

Advice:     
.

Service:     
.

Value:     
.

We never for one moment felt uneasy dealing with Andrew.I am totally out of my comfort
zone dealing with this sort of thing and Andrew went out of his way to make me feel
comfortable ealing with all issues. He respoded quickly and eficiently to any correspodence
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set to him and kept me in touch with all my dealings.

What could they have done better?

I would struggl to find anything Andrew could improve upon

Review from Verified Client
.

East Sussex | December 2014
.

     5 out of 5

Advice:     
.

Service:     
.

Value:     
.

Great communication and is able to access the information required extremely quickly and
advise you on the best course of action. The personal touch not just another number which is
what you get at the banks etc. He also follows up by calling or e mailing you which I think
also gives that personal touch.

What could they have done better?

I honestly haven't found anything he can do better.

Review from Verified Client
.

London | December 2014
.

     5 out of 5

Advice:     
.

Service:     
.

Value:     
.

Andrew Brady offered an extremely professional friendly service. All key aspects of the
product explained fully and comprehensively.

What could they have done better?

Not Applicable to my product.
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Review from Verified Client
.

West Sussex | December 2014
.

     5 out of 5

Advice:     
.

Service:     
.

Value:     
.

Andrew has helped me to understand the risks involved when investing money in this volatile
market he tells it as it is in language I can understand. The advice he has given to me over
the last six months has proved sound and I will have no hesitation in putting my trust in him
for any transactions involving money in the foreseeable future.I like his comment that he is
only a phone call away ,very reassuring and I wish him all the best !

Review from Verified Client
.

East Sussex | December 2014
.

     5 out of 5

Advice:     
.

Service:     
.

Value:     
.

Extremely helpful and knowledgeable. Good communication.

Review from Verified Client
.

Kent | December 2014
.

     5 out of 5

Advice:     
.

Service:     
.

Value:     
.

I have used Mr Brady's services only in regard to the creation of LPA's for various members of
my family. He was meticulous in going through the extensive paper work, explaining clearly
the implications involved. His ready agreement to make home visits throughout the entire
process was of particular benefit
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Review from Verified Client
.

East Sussex | December 2014
.

     4.3 out of 5

Advice:     
.

Service:     
.

Value:     
.

Andrew has been very helpful in finding me a mortgage that best suits me situation. The
appointment took not time at all, which is great especially as it a busy time of year and
trying to get something like a mortgage arranged usually feels me with dread as you imagine
it would take months to find a product, then only to find the paperwork an absolute mine
field. This is probably the reason i have always kept with the same supplier and paid more
than i should.

What could they have done better?

I do not think there was anything else Andrew could have offered, as we discussed my other
policies as well and so i feel i have had a complete review and i am happy with the current
set up. We discussed options for my partner in the future as well, which i mustn't forget to
follow up on.

Review from Verified Client
.

Kent | December 2014
.

     5 out of 5

Advice:     
.

Service:     
.

Value:     
.

Andrew goes out of his way to find what we want to invest in to suit our requirements. Takes
into account our age and position in life.

What could they have done better?

Nothing at present. Perfectly satisfactory.

Review from Verified Client
.

West Sussex | December 2014
.

     5 out of 5

Advice:     
.

Service:     
.

Value:     
.
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Very accessible and friendly. Not pushy and prepared to offer advice on issues outside of his
immediate remit.

Review from Verified Client
.

Kent | December 2014
.

     5 out of 5

Advice:     
.

Service:     
.

Value:     
.

He comes to our home and is always on time . He is polite and friendly, without over doing it.
He gives the feeling that he knows what he is speaking about and is trustworthy and hard
working. He listens and acts accordingly.He replies quickly to inquiries, by phone or e-mail,
according to what I have used.

What could they have done better?

We are very satisfied with his service.

Review from Verified Client
.

Kent | December 2014
.

     5 out of 5

Advice:     
.

Service:     
.

Value:     
.

Attntion to detail was one of Andrew's many strengths. I found the communication between
client and partner exceptional at all times as well. At no point was I ever left wondering what
was happening with my enquiries. From the first meeting to signing, both my wife and I felt
very comfortable and at ease in our own home.

What could they have done better?

I really don't have anything negative to say.....
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Review from Verified Client
.

East Sussex | December 2014
.

     5 out of 5

Advice:     
.

Service:     
.

Value:     
.

Personal touch, very amenable

What could they have done better?

Nothing to suggest

Review from Verified Client
.

Kent | December 2014
.

     4.3 out of 5

Advice:     
.

Service:     
.

Value:     
.

Andrew Brady has always behaved in a very professional manner. We have full confidence in
his advice knowing that he always conducts meticulous research on all financial issues. We
always get very clear and concise information and he will always tells us when he does not
have an answer and further research is required. Andrew is responsive to all questions which
are always answered in a timely way.

What could they have done better?

Inform more quickly when there are changes in performance of investments.

Review from Verified Client
.

Bridgend | January 2015
.

     5 out of 5

Advice:     
.

Service:     
.

Value:     
.

Very professional, always answers queries in a timely manner and excelled at taking the
stress out of something potentially difficult. Clear communication and proactive when
obstacles arose.

What could they have done better?

Nothing
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Review from Verified Client
.

Kent | December 2014
.

     5 out of 5

Advice:     
.

Service:     
.

Value:     
.

A very professional man who takes the time to explain the pitfalls and benefits of todays
complicated financial sector

Review from Verified Client
.

Kent | December 2014
.

     5 out of 5

Advice:     
.

Service:     
.

Value:     
.

Professional,visits at my convenience.Has always invested well for me,and so far had good
returns.

What could they have done better?

So far have no problems.

Review from Verified Client
.

Kent | December 2014
.

     5 out of 5

Advice:     
.

Service:     
.

Value:     
.

Adviser is reliable and gives honest advice. He found us income protection and life cover at
competitive rates to suit our budget. All documentation received quickly , the service was
efficient and took the stress of dealing with such things away from our busy
lifestyle!Wouldn't bother going anywhere else, totally recommend. Also used the company
for our mortgage, very good deal!

What could they have done better?
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Setting them a task to sort my pension out in the New Year!

Review from Verified Client
.

West Sussex | December 2014
.

     5 out of 5

Advice:     
.

Service:     
.

Value:     
.

Clear, concise and personable advice.


